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 Lett Do It

 Let Squares « _
 Do Their Share 'p%

 By Marcia E. Dana
 Orchard Ridge Elementary School

 Madison, Wisconsin
 and Mary Montgomery Lindquist
 National College of Education

 Euanston, Illinois

 Harnessing square power could save
 teachers a lot of energy. We all know
 squares are aesthetic creatures full of
 symmetries, congruences, similarities,
 and other niceties. But what has a

 square done for you lately?
 It's time to make squares work for

 us - by putting them together to make
 graph paper. The supply is inexhaust-
 ible, so we needn't worry about square
 shortages or conserving squares. After
 describing how you can make different
 sizes of graph paper, the next three sec-
 tions outline many uses of graph paper

 for children in grades one to middle
 school. We hope you will see how you
 can use or modify a few of these sug-
 gestions to help children understand
 numbers and our number system and
 to provide fun and concentrated prac-
 tice in learning about it.

 Preparing Graph Paper

 The size of the squares on the graph
 paper you choose will depend on how
 you plan to use the graph paper. Dif-
 ferent sizes of graph paper squares will
 be used for the different sizes of num-
 bers or to meet the different abilities of

 children to cut out, shade, or handle
 the squares. A square that is easy to
 shade with a pencil may be too small
 for a child to cut out and handle. The

 squares on graph paper that is appro-

 priate for showing hundreds are too
 large to show hundred-thousands.

 You can make your own masters for
 the kind of graph paper you want. An
 easy way to do this is to use a piece of
 1-cm or 2-cm graph paper as a guide by
 putting it under the sheet you are mak-
 ing. You can then draw the lines
 needed to make 1/2-cm graph paper,
 1/3-cm graph paper, and so on. The
 chart in figure 1 shows you the sizes of
 squares that we have found useful.
 Figure 2 shows you one hundred of
 each size to help you visualize them.

 Counting Squares
 As you can see in figure 2, one sheet of
 graph paper can provide anywhere from
 108 squares (2-cm squares) to 11 250
 squares (1/5-cm or 2-mm squares),
 thus offering possibilities of a wide
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 Fig. 1. Graph papers you can use

 Size of Letter in Rows and columns Squares per sheet Number of sheets needed to make
 square figure 2 on one sheet place value units

 2 cm not shown 12X9 108 10 sheets for 1 000
 1 cm a 25 X 1 8 450 3 sheets for 1 000; 23 for 1 0 000

 1/2 cm b 50X36 1800 6 sheets for 10 000; 56 for 100 000
 1/3 cm c 75X54 4 050 3 sheets for 10 000; 23 for 100 000
 1/4 cm d 100X72 7 200 2 sheets for 10 000; 14 for 1 00 000;

 139 fori 000 000

 1 /5 cm e 1 25 X 90 1 1 250 9 sheets for 1 00 000; 89 for 1 000 000

 Fig. 2. Squares of different sizes
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 range of numbers. For example, one
 sheet of 1-cm graph paper can give a
 child 450 squares to count. Four hun-
 dred fifty connected squares have many
 advantages over 450 loose objects, and
 they can provide the same counting
 practice. Counting squares can also
 help to develop an understanding of
 the decimal nature of our numeration

 system. To count the squares, the chil-
 dren would first look for hundreds (ten
 rows often) and outline them. Then
 they would look for separate tens and
 check to see if there were enough tens
 scattered about to make another hun-

 dred and outline those. Then, they
 could proceed to outline any tens that
 are left; and finally, any ones that are
 left. At each step they could record the
 number of the particular unit they have
 outlined:

 4 5 0

 hundreds tens ones

 Some suggestions for providing ways
 to practice counting sets of from 100 to
 1 000 000 squares follow. The sugges-
 tions are in no particular order.

 Cutout units

 Ones, tens, and hundreds can be cut
 from 2-cm or 1-cm graph paper. Figure
 3, for example, shows 1 36 of the 1 -cm
 squares. These large cutout units can
 be used in various ways.

 Counting stations. Sets of cutout
 units can be put at counting stations.
 The children would go from station to
 station counting and recording the
 number of squares.

 Large cards. Sets of cutout counting
 units, representing different numbers,
 could be glued on each of several sheets
 of construction paper. One sheet for
 each child would be useful. The class
 could use these sheets as "cards" and

 play War. Separate the class into two
 teams, with each player having a card.
 The first players on each team compare
 their cards to see whose set is larger.
 The child with the larger set receives a
 point for his or her team. Then the next
 two players compare sets, and play
 continues until all cards have been

 played.
 Another way to use these large cards

 is to match them with large cards on
 which you have written the corre-
 sponding numerals. By combining the
 two sets of large cards, children could
 play Concentration on the floor. Or
 any kind of simple matching race could
 be played by teams.

 Small cards. Smaller cards, prepared
 as you did the large cards except that
 you use index cards or halves of sheets
 of construction paper, could be made.
 You could use 1/2-cm or 1/3-cm

 squares. The small cards could be used
 in the same ways the large ones are,
 except that they would be used by indi-
 vidual or small groups of children.

 Homemade practice sheets

 You can use the graph papers to make
 many types of practice sheets for dupli-
 cation.

 Counting hundreds. Represent vari-
 ous three-digit numbers by sets of
 squares on a page - 1/3-cm graph pa-
 per is a good size for this. Figure 4 is an
 example. Have the children count the
 squares and record the number.

 Another way to show sets to be

 Fig. 3. One-centimeter squares

 zzzzzzzzzz
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 Hundreds Tens Ones
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 Fig. 4. How many squares?

 1/3-cm graph paper
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 Hundreds Tens Ones

 Fig. 5. Counting squares
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 counted is to show columns of squares
 (10 squares wide) in different lengths.
 Figure 5 is an example. The children
 would have to mark each 100 squares
 in order to count and record that

 amount. The example in figure 5 has
 been marked as a child might mark it.
 The columns of squares could repre-
 sent heights of buildings, large pans of
 brownies, parking lots, and so on.

 Counting thousands. Smaller squares
 (probably the 1 /5-cm size) could be
 used in the same ways to give practice
 counting thousands, hundreds, tens,
 and ones. Figure 6 shows 1000 of such
 squares.

 Counting project. Give each child one
 sheet or part of one sheet of graph pa-
 per with squares of an appropriate size.
 Let them each count the squares by
 cutting, outlining, coloring, or what-
 ever, and see who can arrive at the
 exact amount.

 Guessing contest. Show the children a
 large set of squares (could be one or
 more pieces of graph paper attached to
 each other). Let the children each guess
 the total number of squares. Record all
 the guesses in order. Then have the
 class count the squares as a group. Dis-
 cuss which guesses were too high or too
 low and which were very close.

 Making Sets of Squares
 Another way for children to learn

 about our numeration system and the
 relative sizes of its units is to begin with
 a number and then show - color,
 shade, or cutout squares - a set ofthat
 many. This is counting to a particular
 number and is a very useful skill. Sev-
 eral suggestions of ways to practice this
 using some of the suggested sizes of
 graph paper follow; again, in no partic-
 ular order.

 How much is a thousand?

 This question can be tried with a hun-
 dred, a ten-thousand, a hundred-thou-
 sand, or even a million. Figures 1 and 2
 will give you an idea of which size
 graph paper might work best for the
 unit or units you want to practice. In
 this project the children can work in
 pairs or in small groups, or you can
 work with a whole class to count out

 the amount in question from sheets of
 graph paper. For example, children in
 a small group might go about making a
 ten-thousand as follows:

 Step 1 . Cut out ten hundreds (each
 hundred is ten squares by ten squares).

 Step 2. Tape the hundreds together
 to make a thousand.

 Step 3. Make nine other thousands,
 using the first as a model.

 It could be exciting for a class to see
 how big a million of the 1/5-cm
 squares is. You could even recycle
 paper by printing the graph paper on
 paper already used on one side, thus
 not wasting the ninety or so sheets
 needed to make a million.

 Cutout units

 The same cutout units suggested in the
 first section can also be used to practice
 showing a specific number. One way to
 do this is to give each child a set of
 cutout 2-cm or 1-cm units (ones, tens,
 and hundreds). You can say or write a
 number and have each child put out
 that many squares. You can make the
 activity a game by letting the children
 work in pairs. Each child in a pair has a
 set of cutout units; each pair also has a
 set of number cards. A number card is

 turned over, and both children race to
 put out that many squares. The winner
 wins the number card. Then a new card

 is drawn and play continues.
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 Homemade practice sheets

 As in the first section, duplicated sheets
 of graph paper can provide quick, di-
 rect practice in showing given numbers.

 Counting out tens. Make a sheet con-
 sisting of many sets of one hundred
 squares (1/2-cm) with a direction
 above each - shade in 49 squares,
 shade in 23 squares, and so on.

 Counting out hundreds. Make a sheet
 of columns of 1/3-cm squares, ten wide
 and sixty or more long, somewhat like
 the one shown in figure 5. The children
 are then asked to shade squares to
 show numbers in the hundreds. You

 could use separate hundreds, like those
 shown in figure 4, instead of columns.

 Counting out thousands. The children
 could shade a number of squares in the
 thousands, using 1/5-cm squares, as
 shown in figure 6.

 Color a sheet of graph paper

 Another way to provide practice in
 showing a specific number is to give
 each child a piece of graph paper (with
 squares of an appropriate size), then
 write a set of directions on the
 chalkboard and have the children color

 the graph paper accordingly. For ex-
 ample:

 Pretend your graph paper is a garden.
 Color the squares to show what is
 planted in them.

 9 squares, radishes red
 15 squares, carrots orange
 26 squares, cucumbers green
 58 squares, corn yellow

 The number of squares to be colored
 should add up the total on the page,
 thus making the page self-checking.

 Recording with Squares
 Graphing activities involve counting an
 already shaded set of squares (in a bar)
 or counting out the number of squares
 needed to show a certain piece of infor-
 mation. Some of the graph papers with
 the smaller squares can be used to have
 the children graph numbers up to 100
 or to read graphs that involve those
 numbers.

 You make the graph

 Make a bar graph (could be true, could
 be made up), then make up questions
 about it.

 Fig. 6
 One thousand squares

 (Vs cm)

 The children make the graph

 If the children are shading in the bars
 themselves, you will want to be sure the
 size squares you choose is not too small
 for them to shade. There are two types
 of situations in which the children

 could make graphs.
 You supply the information. You can

 look up or make up information, write
 it on the chalkboard, and have the chil-
 dren graph it on their own pieces of
 graph paper. You can often find infor-
 mation in the World Almanac or in an

 encyclopedia. Some possible subjects
 might be -

 • real lengths of sea creatures;

 • real numbers of representatives for
 some states;

 • made-up information about the
 number of jars of pickles sold each
 day;

 • made-up information about num-
 bers of different aliens at a space ho-
 tel.

 Once the children have graphed the in-
 formation, they can discuss the graphs
 or answer questions about them. Pieces
 of graph paper can be connected end to
 end if larger numbers are involved.

 The children collect the information

 You can also set up activities in which
 the children gather information, then
 graph and discuss it. This is good for
 the children to do sometimes, though it
 can be time-consuming. Children could
 make up graphs showing -

 • gram weights of spices (or cans for
 larger numbers);

 • centimeter heights of children;

 • prices of different toys or foods;

 • number of different pieces in a set of
 blocks or other building set.

 A few last words
 Square power can save you some en-
 ergy and give your children some useful
 experiences With numbers. In fact,
 these same pieces of graph paper can be
 used to good advantage in developing
 decimal numbers as well. Just for a

 minute, look at the 1-cm squares in
 figure 2 and imagine that the large
 square is 1 , thus making each small
 square 0.01 and each row of small
 squares 0.1. Many of the same ideas
 suggested for whole numbers in this
 article can be used in developing an
 understanding of decimals. Another
 job for square power! As you begin
 using graph paper to help develop un-
 derstanding of the numbers that your
 class is concerned with, you may dis-
 cover uses for squares that we haven't
 even thought of. We hope so.D
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